The Sword, December 2012 by unknown
By Jenn Schultz 
"You think a team that has won FIVE STRAIGHT national championships will get swept in 
the champ, match? I think not, stay tuned." - @AVCAVolleyball 
After two hard fought sets, the University of Tampa believed they 
finally had Concordia University, St. Paul right where they wanted them. 
It was the third straight year these two teams faced off in the national 
championship tournament, second time in the championship match. In 
2010, Concordia took the title in four sets; last year, they knocked the 
Spartans out in three. Being down 0-2 was unfamiliar territory for this 
team. The American Volleyball Coaches Association wasn't the only one 
who believed in the Lady Bears though, they believed in themselves. 
"We've got them right where we want them," head coach Brady Starkey 
said following the second set. "This is you guys all the way." 
"You could just feel it when we started playing back, even when 
we lost that second game," senior Cassie Haag agreed after the match. 
"You knew we were coming for it!" Senior Ellie Duffy echoed her 
sentiment. "After every point, it was like, look to each other and just 
knowing that we were going to pull it out, that we were going to do 
this together." Champs cont. on p. 10 
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THIS PAPER IS A STUDENT PUBLICATION NOT AN OFFICIAL CONCORDIA 
PUBLICATION AND THE VIEWS EXPRESSED ARE NOT NECESSARILY THAT OF THE 
' UNIVERSin, BUT OF THE WRITERS AND STAFF INVOLVED IN THE PUBLICATION. 
Dear students, faculty, and Concordia community members, 
Happy holidays! I hope everyone has escaped the snow 
storm unscathed. In case any of you were wondering, the city of 
St. Paul got an average of 13 inches! I think it's safe to say we 
will be having a very white Christmas. 
With finals knocking on our doors, and knocking on our 
brains, many students have become well acquainted with the grey 
chairs and blue couches of the library—myself included. With such 
a stressful week perched on our doorsteps, I feel I must pass on 
a glimmer of hope I have recently encountered. According to wild. 
nhl.com, the Minnesota Wild season opener will be on Dec. 31, 
2012. That's right folks; in just a few short weeks, Minnesota will 
cease being the State of Snow and return to its former glory as 
the State of Hockey. My fingers are crossed! 
Looking to the future, 1 think I speak for every student when I say winter break can't 
come soon enough, or last long enough. And to those graduating after this semester that won't 
be returning. The Sword congratulates you! (Shout out to our graduating Sports Editor, Jenn 
Schultz: you rock and good luck in the future! You will be dearly missed.) I hope everyone 
has a fantastic break, see you on the other side! 
Best Wishes, 
Kristi Loobeek 
Editor in Chief, The Sword 
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Thanks for the Memories 
Zachary Schuster Ends Brilliant Tenure as Head of Concordia Television Productions 
By Jake Loftus 
After nearly eight years, television production manager Zachary 
Schuster has decided to end his tenure as a faculty member of Con­
cordia University to accept a new position at a local media development 
company. Schuster, often referred to as Zach, said that while it was hard 
to leave his job as the head man at Concordia Television Productions 
(CTP), he is looking forward to his new job. "This decision has been 
a difficult one," Schuster said. "But ultimately I believe it is the best for 
me and my family." Schuster accepted the job offer back in October, but 
made sure to finish this semester of teaching his communication (film) 
studies classes. While many of his students and student employees are 
disappointed to see him leave, they wish him the very best. 
After graduating from Boise State University, Schuster came 
to Concordia as a graduate student and eventually became a faculty 
member and head of the newly developed Conordia Television Program 
(CTP). This program offers students a chance to learn how to create 
professional films but also offers a good experience in broadcasting. The 
shows produced in the CTP studio; work-study jobs filming convocations, 
sporting events and theatre performances for Concordia University, can 
be seen on CSP's YouTube page or CTP website. Each year, Schuster 
has helped expand concordia television by bringing in the latest technol­
ogy and supervising modifications to CTP Studio and the production truck 
that is used to broadcast sporting events. Schuster's student crews for 
the sporting events have been regarded highly in the college broadcasting 
world. Recently they earned a nomination for Best Collegiate Sports- Live 
Event/Game Production Award in Student Television Awards for Excel­
lence for production of men's basketball. 
Schuster takes pride in having OTP's productions look as pro­
fessional as possible, and his workers do a good job at that. In turn, 
the students give credit to Schuster. Ren Souvannasoth, a freshman, is 
in two production classes with Schuster and is an employee with the 
CTP sports broadcasting student crew. "Being a part of CTP has been 
a great experience for me," Souvannasoth said, "I have learned so 
much about filming and editing and have become more interested in that 
aspect just from one class." As for working with the sports production, 
he continued, "My favorite part has been just being a part of the live 
sporting events. I've participated in almost every aspect of them and 
I have enjoyed them all." Schuster tries to get his student employees 
involved in multiple aspects of sports production, and not limit them to 
just one position. Souvannasoth has worked cameras, replay system, and 
graphics this year. Fellow crew member, freshman Josh Eckstein, also 
commented on his experience at CTP and how each position is impor­
tant to filming, saying, "1 know that every member of the crew has an 
equally important part. No matter what I get assigned to do, I know 
that I am a significant part of helping making this production possible, 
along with the rest of the crew." 
Both these students and many of Schuster's other student/em­
ployees credit him and his teaching/directing style. Eckstein said, "Zaclf 
knows what he's doing and directs us through the production, but h^ 
also asks us for input on what we think would improve the production. 
It's nice to throw in your own ideas and be encouraged for thinking 
creatively." Souvannasoth added, "Zach is very hands on and teaches 
you by having you learn from experience. I love his style and it helps 
me get more out of a film production. We always strive to put forward 
the best product possible and I am going to miss working with him." 
Eckstein and Souvannasoth's feelings are shared not only by their fellow 
CTP students, but also by the CSP Department of Athletics who appre­
ciate what CTP has added to their programs, and by Schuster himself. 
"As I look back on my eight-plus years at Concordia, I feel nothing but 
pride for the dedication that my students, past and present, have put 
in to Concordia Television Productions," Schuster said. "It is because 
of their dedication that our sports and studio productions have reached 
such quality to be nominated for awards. It is something I will look back 
on with pride, and I have truly enjoyed working with them and teach­
ing them all I know." So on behalf of Concordia University, Concordia 
Television Productions, and countless others involved with Schuster and 
CTP, we at The Sword would like to say to Professor Schuster: thank 
you, and good luck. 
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Study Abroad Trips at Concordia 
By Amanda Och 
Each year Concordia offers a variety of study-abroad trips over 
winter break. This year the trips vary from places in Europe to South 
America. Below is an overview of the upcoming trips students are par­
ticipating in. 
Italy: Jan 1, 2013 - Jan 12, 2013 
Students will be exploring Italian art and literature while visiting 
the famous Italian cities of Rome and Florence. Students will have 
the opportunity to visit Venice as well. The tour will provide deeper 
insight into the culture of Italy from over 2,000 years of perspectives. 
The trip will focus on the famous works of art and literature present in 
Italy's culture. 
Germany: Jan 1, 2013 - Jan 13, 2013 
Students will study business and economic aspects of Germany 
by traveling to Berlin, Wittenberg, and Munich. This trip gives junior 
and senior level students the opportunity to observe successful Euro­
pean companies as well as learn from company managers. From these 
experiences, students will gain an in-depth knowledge of international 
business and marketing. 
Chile: Jan 1, 2013 - Jan 13, 2013 
This trip will allow student to understand the impact of interna­
tional trade between Chile and the United States. Students will also 
learn about the workings of international trade such as how companies 
deal with one another as well as workplace relationships. Meanwhile, 
they will experience immersion into an unfamiliar culture and language. 
Costa Rica: Jan-Apr, 2013 
This Concordia-led study abroad program is offered every spring 
semester. While in Costa Rica, students will stay experience a home-
stay with a host family, classes, and service-learning opportunities. 
Students will take 12-17 credits including a Spanish language course, up 
to two Concordia courses, and electives at a Veritas University. Aside 
from academics, there will be many opportunities to serve in the com­
munity as well as visit popular tourist destinations in Costa Rica. 
Study abroad trips are a great way to experience a new culture! 
Studying abroad has a variety of great features like the opportunity to 
travel, skills and experiences not available in the classroom, enhances 
the value of your degree, and allows you to expand your world view. 
The trips may seem expensive but the cost includes flights, housing, 
transportation, as well as some meals. An advantage to studying abroad 
through the school is the fact that they do not interrupt one's studies 
because they are scheduled around the school year. 
For more information, stop by the CALL Center (Luther 113) or email 
abroad@csp.ed. 
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STAGE 
Student Theatre Association for Greater Education 
By Jessica Leatherman 
Student Theatre Association for Greater Education (STAGE) spends 
a lot of time trying to provide chances for students to experience and 
express the things they like to do. Whether you are a comedian, singer, 
actor, or play an instrument, STAGE likes to showcase this in their open 
stage events. These events occur once a month on Sunday nights. Anna 
Dauffenbach, president of STAGE, says, "We will be having an event 
every month next semester. STAGE produced the yearly Halloween event, 
Hauntitorium, along with the help from a few other clubs on campus. 
Another event that STAGE hosts is called The Fonys, a spinoff of the 
Tony awards," Dauffenbach explains. It is a great chance to vote for the 
best actors on our stage and gives students a chance to dress up for a 
great event. A great perk about being a member of STAGE is that it is 
a non-commitment club, meaning there are no meetings for members to 
attend and only the board makes decisions about performers and dates. 
STAGE is open to any students who have an interest in perform­
ing whether they are a Theatre Major or not. Anyone who would like to 
be a part of the STAGE emailing list would need to email Dauffenbach 
at dauffena@csp.edu. 
651 221-9000 
1151 GRAND AV[. ST. PAUl 
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Criminal Justice Club 
By Jessica Leatherman 
Criminal Justice Club is working to increase their numbers and 
the chances of available opportunities. They are hoping next semester 
they will be able to set up a prison tour at Oak Park Heights, or to 
get a guest speaker here on campus to talk about what happens in the 
real world of criminal justice. Right now the club has been working td 
make strong connections in order to help students achieve their goals 
of internships and to help bring in guest speakers. Criminal Justice 
Club has helped those taking the major field's exam by offering study 
sessions. They are determining some new things they should do in the 
coming semester for students. 
"We are open to new ideas from anyone and 
to new members that are interested in getting 
involved with Criminal Justice Club." 
Nicole Klimek says, "We are open to new ideas from anyone and to 
new members that are interested in getting involved with Criminal Justice 
Club." She also went on to say that although most people in the club 
are majoring in criminal justice, anyone is welcome to join. "If any other 
clubs would like to partner up with us for an event, we would love to 
get something going!" Klimek says. Working together is a strong con­
cept that goes with criminal justice as well as getting the students here 
at Concordia University out and experiencing club events more often. If 
you have an interest in Criminal Justice Club contact Nicole Klimek at 
klimekn@csp.edu or Kelley Saunders at saunderk@csp.edu. 
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Hunger and Homelessness Awareness 
By Jenn Schultz 
Photo by: caminchopeforhomeless 
Concordia University is Up to the Challenge 
49 million Americans strug­
gle to put food on the table, 
and approximately 1.35 million 
children in the United States 
are homeless each year. 
2,500 of these children are 
from Minnesota alone. These 
are staggering numbers and 
most people believe it can't 
happen to them. Yet one 
of Concordia's own students, 
Jermaine Clemon, spent a 
large portion of his own life 
homeless and struggling to 
find food. 
Hunger and Homelessness 
Awareness Week is a national event and every year Concordia tries to 
do something different to engage students and bring awareness to the 
cause. Kelly Matthias, director of CU's CALL Center, and Courtney 
Ball, CALL Center graduate intern, were integral parts in planning and 
executing this year's event. "Hunger and homelessness are basic needs 
that, as a society, we need to strive to eradicate," Matthias stated. "It 
is important for us in this privileged environment to be aware of how 
we can give back to the greater community." 
Concordia recognized National Hunger and Homelessness Week 
Nov. 11-17 and asked students to participate in one of five challenges: 
1) Give up your connection - go without your cell phone for a day; 
2) Give up your transportation - take the bus or carpool all day; 3) 
Give up your stability - go without shoes for the day; 4) Give up your 
comfort - carry all of your belongings needed with you for the day; 
and 5) Give up your shelter - sleep on the Knoll in a cardboard box. 
Prior to sleeping on the Knoll, Concordia sponsored a movie night, view­
ing The Blind Side, with a question and answer session with Jermaine 
about his own experiences. "Attending college is an unattainable dream 
for so many and Jermaine truly conquered the odds," Ball emphasized. 
"His story is inspiring and it helps remind us there is more to be done 
surrounding hunger and homelessness awareness and action." 
"Many students were surprised at how difficult the challenges 
were, especially sleeping on the Knoll," Ball continued. "We are very 
happy about the support we received from students during the week and 
from the student groups [CHUSA, UMOJA, Psychology Club, and Tri 
Pi] that pledged a challenge together." 
Sleeping on the Knoll 
A Student Perspective of Homelessness Awareness Week 
By Jenn Schultz 
For twelve students here at Concordia University, Nov. 15 was a 
night we will not soon forget. Giving up the comforts of heat, our beds, 
and a roof over our heads, we camped out under the stars in honor 
of Homelessness and Hunger Awareness Week. At 9:30 that evening, 
we were left with whatever blankets we had scrounged up among us 
and some leftover cardboard boxes from Target to provide ourselves with 
sh^er. 
I originally volunteered for this challenge believing it would have 
the biggest impact on me and that it would be a fun overnight expe­
rience with my classmates. We would stay up all night, play music 
and games, and commiserate about the cold. We spent the first hour 
bundling up, getting to know new faces, fighting for the largest boxes, 
and building our makeshift shelters. By midnight, we had set up camp 
and reality was beginning to sink in. 
Some of my fellow participants, such as Lisa Gibson, burrowed 
into their sleeping bags and sought shelter in their boxes, hoping to 
sleep through the night. Kara Mitchell on the other hand, intended to 
study for an exam she had the next morning. She figured the less-
than-favorable sleeping conditions would help her stay awake and prep 
for the upcoming day. We soon realized the cold temperatures were 
not favorable for anything. Within seconds of exposing our fingers to 
the frigid air, they burned with pain. The new goal became surviving 
the night outside. 
Even sleep was hard to come by. The outdoor security lights 
were shining brightly overhead, police sirens would wail as the officers 
sped by, and random passersby would disturb the relative peace and 
quiet. The cold seeped from the ground through our clothes and chilled 
us to our core. By 2:00, I was counting down the minutes until the 
sun came out. While the sun would not be warm, it was a welcome 
alternative to the glacial temperature of the darkness. Bear in mind, the 
actual temperature never dropped below 42 degrees but felt well below 
freezing. 
Around 3:00, Airrion Williams, a fellow participant, decided to 
seek shelter in his nearby dorm room. He reasoned any homeless 
person who witnessed our challenge would view us as out of our minds, 
sleeping outside when we had warm beds waiting for us. He vowed 
to start handing out blankets to those sleeping on the streets and even 
went so far as to say he would invite them to sleep on his couch. 
Before he left, I quickly bargained with him to leave his blanket behind. 
I was willing to do almost anything for an extra layer between me and 
the ground. When another person left for the night, I snatched up her 
boxes and pieced together a cardboard bed. 
The last hour of my evening was spent flipping through a magazine 
I was too tired to read and watching the seconds tick by on my watch. 
Mitchell and I had resolved that five was a reasonable facsimile to morn­
ing and agonized over the last half hour. With about ten minutes left, 
we began slowly packing up our belongings, looking for anything to pass 
the last bit of remaining time. With five minutes left, we called it good. 
Lucky for us, we were fortunate enough to have a warm shel­
ter to return to and had the option to go home. Those who are re­
ally homeless do not have that luxury. Saying it was an eye opening 
experience would be a harsh understatement. We were afforded warm 
clothes, indoor restrooms, and weather resistant sleeping bags to help 
us get through the night. Whatever discomforts I suffered could not 
even compare to the brutal reality of countless nights spent living on the 
streets with no relief in sight. 
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Textbook Rental Options on the Rise 
Concordia Bookstore hopes to keep adding money-saving opportunities. 
By Justin Gort 
Concordia students may have noticed an increase in 
textbook rental options over tiie last few years, and they 
would be correct. Robin Nelson, Concordia's bookstore text­
book coordinator, confirmed that the program started four 
years ago with the Kinesiology Health Sciences (KHS) de­
partment and has since evolved to encompass multiple majors 
on campus. "The program is not only a money-saving hit 
with students but is also appreciated by instructors as more 
students have the correct edition of the required text," said Nelson. 
There are two versions of the book rental program now in use. 
Under the original version, classroom instructors must agree to use a 
specific textbook edition for at least four semesters. The rental price is 
either $20 or $35, based on the original purchase price. For example, 
Frank Prebles' textbook Artforms (required for general elective ART 101) 
would normally sell to students for over $140, but can now be rented 
for a much easier $35. The bookstore owns these texts and returns 
them to the wholesaler after the instructor decides to upgrade to the 
next edition. Nelson added that "students will only be charged extra 
for not returning the book or for abnormal wear and tear." 
The second version of the program is referred to as "Purchase 
or Rent." This process begins with the wholesaler agreeing to rent the 
textbook to the bookstore one semester at a time. Texts which are not 
frequently updated qualify for this version as constant turnover 
rates make this difficult for wholesalers. The store then gives 
students the option of buying the book at the normal price or 
renting it for half the cost. If the student later decides he or 
she wants to buy the book, they simply pay the other half of 
the original price to complete the sale. "Students really like 
getting this option, but are reminded not to miss the retum 
date. We have to send the books back by a specific date 
and are charged if not returned on time," Nelson noted. 
With the news of Concordia's planned tuition drop, students can 
rest assured book prices will not be affected. Nelson states, "We are 
expecting more students after the tuition drop which only means ordering 
more textbooks. The volume increase should not affect our increasing 
rental options." Students who feel Concordia's bookstore is a big "money 
maker" may want to take another look. While it is the only "for-profit" 
department on campus, the money earned is generally enough to cover 
expenses. What sets this bookstore apart from other colleges and uni­
versities is that it is owned by Concordia rather than an individual, so 
any profit goes back to the university for institutional use. Nelson con-
dudes, "We see how much students appreciate the cost savings renting 
textbooks offers. We are really hoping to add more and more rental 
books each semester to alleviate some of that financial burden." 
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Track and Field Spotlight 
Sarah Pieper (aka Peeps) 
By Kristi Loobeek 
"Multi-talented" might be too restric­
tive of a word to describe Sarah Pieper. 
She is a multi-sport, multi-event athlete 
with an ambitious after-graduation dream. 
The sophomore New Brighton, Minn, native 
started every game this year for the Lady 
Bear soccer team and racked-up one assist. 
Pieper confessed her favorite sport in high 
school was soccer, stating, "I had been do­
ing [soccer] for my entire life and 1 wanted 
to play in college; however, I think in the 
end, I got the most attached to the Nordic 
skiing team." 
In total, Pieper had been a member 
of soccer, cross country, and Nordic ski­
ing teams. Upon entering college she added 
another to the list: track & field. Pieper is 
a five-event participant on the Golden Bear 
track & field team. Her events: pole vault,-
400 hurdles, 4x400m relay, 4x200m relay, 
and 4x100m relay. Last year, while a part of 
the 4x400m team, the team broke the school 
record. But that's not the only record Pieper 
has helped to break. She was also a part 
of the record setting 4x100m team as well. 
It's safe to say Pieper is one fast runner. 
Even with broken records at her feet, 
Pieper is always looking to move up - liter­
ally. Last year, Pieper's pole vaulting height 
increased by nearly half a foot. "1 think of 
last year's season as a building season. I 
was getting used to the work load and the 
amount of time that was required of me. My 
times didn't go down much but I did make 
about a six inch increase in pole vault, which 
was ok, but this year I think will be better," 
explained Pieper. 
For the current season, Pieper's goals are 
plain and simple: " I  want to get at least l l 'e 
and hopefully place in the top six in confer­
ence [for pole vault]." With Sam Johnson 
in his first season as head coach, the team 
might have some adjustments to look out for. 
Pieper admits, "I think this year is going to 
be another good building year for the team. 
The workouts still make me want to die, so 
I haven't noticed any major changes." 
Pieper is excited for the winter season for 
more than one reason. "You may not know 
this," she said to me, "But 1 love crafting, 
so Christmas is my season 1 I also love to do 
things outdoors and hang out with friends." 
Since she is only in her second year at 
Concordia, you can catch Pieper lighting up 
the turf and track for another two years. 
Indoor Track vs. Outdoor Track 
What's the Difference? 
By Elliot Powell 
As winter nears, we prepare our­
selves for chapped lips, bad drivers, iced-
over windshields... and track? The sport of 
track and field, mostly known for its spring 
season, also features a winter season. No, 
the athletes don't bundle up in jackets and 
snow pants and go race; all events during 
the winter season are done indoors. Other 
than the difference in climate, what else dif­
fers from the winter and spring track sea­
son? 
The first aspect of indoor track that 
differs from outdoor is the size of the track. 
For the most part, an indoor track will fea­
ture a 200-meter track, while an outdoor 
track features a 400-meter track. The 
athletes still run the same distance, but be­
cause an indoor track is smaller, you have 
to run around the track more frequently. 
For example, a 400-meter race on an 
outdoor track is one lap around, while a 
400-meter race on an indoor track would 
be two laps. That may seem minor but,it 
means twice as many corners and twice 
as many turns, which ultimately slows down 
the times of runners. 
Another minor detail that differenti­
ates from outdoor to indoor track is some 
of the equipment used. Because an indoor 
track has a different surface than an out­
door track, the spikes athletes use differ, 
as well as the length of their spike. For 
athletes that compete in the field section of 
track and field, their equipment fiuctuates 
also. The shot put, for example, has the 
same weight as an outdoor shot put, but it 
features a softer outer shell so it can absorb 
the contact to the fioor. 
A final difference about indoor track is 
that athletes do not participate in the discus 
or the javelin, due to lack of space. Winter 
is upon us, and so is the indoor track sea­
son. The Golden Bears compete in an array 
of competitions throughout the winter as they 
approach their spring portion of the season. 
Indoor and outdoor track have many similari­
ties, but it is the intricate, minor differences 
that bring a whole new aspect to the sport. 
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VanPelt Shoots to Be a Leader 
Golden Bears Basketball Looks Forward to a Better Season 
ByJake Loftus 
Terez VanPelt has been doing quite well for 
Concordia's men's basketball. The sophomore 
point guard is hoping to continue his impressive 
freshman season from last year, and improve 
'The new players we have 
now fit in perfect with our 
team because they are 
willing to learn." 
the team's overall success. They are coming 
off a 12 - 14 season which marked the first 
time since the 2001-2002 season they didn't 
make an NSIC Toumament. "Ljast season was 
somewhat of a disappointment," says VanPelt. 
"We had enough talented players to become a 
very good team, but we didn't come together 
as a unit." However, that's sonnething the team 
looks to change this season. 
It's going to be a bit of a challenge 
for head coach Kelly Boe's team, who lost 
three key starters from last year. But Van­
Pelt believes the new guys can get the job 
done. "The new players we have now fit 
in perfect with our team because they are 
willing to learn," he says. "They work hard, 
and they have great personalities. All these 
things make it easy for us to build chemis­
try." VanPelt hopes that chemistry can mix 
well and result in a title. "Our goal this 
season is hopefully to win our conference 
and have a chance at winning the national 
championship." It's a large goal to accom­
plish, but it's definitely the right attitude. 
With VanPelt directing the tempo of the 
team and acting like Boe's "coach on the 
field," there is a good chance the Concordia 
Golden Bears men's basketball team will go 
far. 
A New Dynamic to Lady Bears I 
Rachel Hansen Highlights the Upcoming Season 
By Tony Kohanek 
The 2012-13 Concordia University 
women's basketball season is underway. Af­
ter an 11-17 overall finish last year and go­
ing 8-14 in the NSIC, the team finished the 
2011-12 basketball season ranked tenth and 
is looking to tum things around this season. 
In the past ten years, the team has taken 
first in the NSIC tournament four times and 
made it as far as the sweet sixteen back in 
the 2009-10 season. With three freshmen 
joining the Golden Bear squad, the team will 
have some fresh young talent. 
Starting guard Rachel Hansen said the 
team is starting off very well this season, but 
also said, the season started for her right 
after the end of the last. All the preparation 
from the spring through summer and fall has 
contributed to her hard work on the court. 
When comparing this season with the past 
two seasons she has been here, Hansen 
commented how all seasons are unique. This 
season, so many new players came out to 
the team, yet so far they have come together 
and had success. 
This is Hansen's third year with the 
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Golden Bears and third year at starting guard. 
Having started all four years at Minnehaha 
Academy, Hansen talked about the transition 
from playing Class AAAA high school basketball 
to Division II college ball. She said ever since 
high school she has strived and pushed to be 
able to compete with the best, so adjusting to 
college basketball was not too hard. Now, with 
two years of starting experience for CU under 
her belt, she has no problem keeping up with 
the rest of the teams. Besides just keeping up 
with the pace of college ball, Hansen has per­
sonal goals she wants to live up to. "Working 
hard and enjoying playing the game. I want to 
do whatever it takes to make this team suc­
cessful. If I achieve that, then I will have met 
my goals as an individual." Hansen, as well 
as the rest of the Lady Bears basketball team, 
is really excited about how this season is going 
to play out. 
-
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A New Look for Track & Field 
By Jenn Schultz 
With the spring season behind and the winter season upon them, 
there will be many notable changes to the look of Concordia's track & 
field team. The most notable change may be in the coaching staff of 
the Golden Bears. After seven years as the head coach for the men's 
and women's track and field team, Jarred Sampson has moved on. 
I've really enjoyed the past few seasons 
as an assistant. I look forward to 
continuing to develop the program." 
"Jarred has been a tremendous member of our athletic department over 
the last seven years," and Athletic Director, Tom Rubbeike, said, "We 
wish him well in his future as a coach." While Sampson's contributions 
will be greatly missed, Concordia's athletic director is confident the team 
is being left in good hands. 
Sam Johnson Takes the Lead 
In late September, Rubbeike appointed assistant track and field 
coach Sam Johnson as the interim head coach. As a former student 
athlete himself, Johnson is well-prepared to lead the men's and women's 
teams into the 2012-2013 season. Prior to graduating from St. Cloud 
State University in 2007, Johnson was a two-time team captain for the 
Huskies' track & field team. He has been serving as Sampson's as­
sistant coach for the last two years, gaining approval from Concordia's 
track and field athletes as well, working specifically with sprinters, long 
jump, and triple jump. 
Although Johnson has some big shoes to fill, he is more than 
ready to take on the challenge. "I've really enjoyed the past few sea­
sons as an assistant," he said. "I look forward to continuing to develop 
the program." With the regular season not opening until January, he 
still has significant time to get them ready, and his athletes will attest 
he's not easy on them. As Johnson pushes them through challenging 
practices, the track and field team are confident he will have them ready 
to compete. Rubbeike shows equal faith in the young coach. "Sam 
has been widely recommended by his peers and will provide a smooth, 
stable transition. ~W>ias a promising coaching career ahead of him." 
Champs Cont, 
Expectations were high for this team all year, as they stood in 
the shadow of five straight national championships. "We kind of let 
the pressure get to us at the beginning of the season," Duffy admitted. 
"We played really tense in a lot of our matches and that didn't allow 
us to compete at our highest level. We have gotten back to playing 
loose and having a lot more fun on the court." It took a couple of 
early season losses to pull these athletes together as a team. "The 
loss in Colorado was a big wake up call for us," senior Michelle Graham 
stated eariier this season. "We needed something to make us realize 
we need to work every day in practice to be ready for anything." 
Hard work is something Starkey expects of his players at all 
times. Starkey struggled to put into words the effort his players give 
at all times. He feels it is a privilege to coach this team and be a 
part of this program. Starkey emphasizes how blessed he believes he 
is to have the type of players who never give up and work hard every 
day. Duffy, a seven-year player under Starkey's leadership, feels her 
coach doesn't give himself enough credit. "You come in and work hard 
and do what Brady and George tell you and good things are going to 
happen," she explained. "I think he shies away from the credit, but 
they have a lot to do with how successful this program has been." 
Although Duffy is quick to point to her coach, his record could 
probably speak for itself. In his ten years as head coach for the Golden 
Bears, Starkey's teams have played in seven national championship 
matches. With their sixth straight title, Concordia ties an NCAA record 
for consecutive volleyball National Championships. The Lady Bears are 
the only team in Division II to have accomplished this feat. 
Each championship is different, with different teams and a dif­
ferent feel. Starkey calls this one an emotional battle. "Even in the 
third game, when we were battling back and forth there, we were playing 
really well and so were they. Nobody could really stop anybody .." he 
recalled. "It was probably the most emotional one of them, but they're 
all unbelievable." For seniors Graham, Haag, and Duffy, this one will 
probably always hold a special place in their hearts. "Amazing! That's 
what you dream of," Haag smiled. "It's a storybook ending; it really 
is." 
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Holiday Traditions around the World 
By Amanda Och 
Hanukkah; Dec. 8-16 
Hanukkah (also known as the festival of light) cel­
ebrates the victory of the Jews in regaining the Holy Temple 
in Jerusalem in 165 B.C. Hanukkah is the Hebrew word for 
dedication, and the holiday is named for the people's rededi-
catlon to serving their God. The Menorah, a major symbol 
of the holiday, represents the oil found in the temple that was 
only enough for one night, but managed to burn for eight 
whole days. Thus, Hanukkah lasts for eight days and a new 
candle is lit on the Menorah each day. The holiday begins 
on the 25 of Kislev (ninth month of the Hebrew Calendar). 
Jewish people celebrate by lighting the Menorah, exchanging 
gifts, consuming traditional foods, and playing traditional games 
such as dreidel. 
Winter Solstice: Dec. 21 
Winter solstice marks the beginning of winter and is 
also the shortest day of the year. The solstice has been a 
cause for celebration since the ancient times. Today, Wiccans 
and other pagans often blend together ancient and contempo­
rary traditions to celebrate this festival, Including decorations, 
foods, and chanting. In China, the "Dongzhi" Festival is cel­
ebrated on the Winter Solstice by families getting together and 
eating special festive food. One of the most famous celebra­
tions of the winter solstice in the world today takes place in 
the ancient ruins of Stonehenge, England. Thousands of druids 
and pagans gather there to chant, dance and sing while waiting 
to see the spectacular sunrise. 
Christmas Day: Dec. 25 
Christmas is the Christian holiday that celebrates the 
birth of Jesus Christ, their Messiah. The actual date of 
Christ's birth isn't known, but Pope Julius I chose Dec. 25 as 
the day of celebration. Today, this holiday has become highly 
commercialized (especially in the United States) to the point 
that even non-Christians celebrate it. The origin of Santa 
Claus comes from the forth century bishop. Saint Nicholas, 
jjincjness ^d generosity was widely known. The mod­
ern" depiction of,§anta as a large, jolly man in a red fur-lined 
suit gomes frpni the 1930s Coca-Cola advertising campaign. 
Christmas today is often celebrated with decorated trees and 
the exchange of gifts amongst family and friends. 
Boxing Day: Dec. 26 
Boxing Day is a holiday the day after Christmas that 
arose in the Middle Ages. On this day, servants and trades­
people would receive gifts and a day off from their superiors 
and/or employers. During the Age of Exploration, the Christmas 
Box was used as a good luck device. When a ship returned 
home safely, the box was given to the local priest In thanks, 
and the contents were given to the poor. Boxing Day is cur­
rently honored as a public holiday in Commonwealth countries 
(United Kingdom, Hong Kong, Australia, Canada, New Zea­
land ). 
Kwanzaa: Dec. 26 - Jan. 1 
Kwanzaa is not a religious holiday, but is celebrated 
in the U.S. and in Canada to honor the African heritage. In 
1965, there was a major riot, known as the Watt riots, in 
Los Angeles. After the riots ended. Dr. Maulana Karenga, 
a professor and chairman of Black Studies, sought a way to 
bring African-Americans together as a community. Thus, he 
created Kwanzaa to celebrate their African roots in the form 
of seven principles. Each night, a child In the family lights a 
candle to represent one of these principles, which include unity, 
self-determination, collective work and responsibility, cooperative 
economics, purpose, creativity, and faith. There are variations 
to each celebration, but they often include songs and dances, 
African drums, storytelling, and a large traditional meal. 
New Year's Eve: Dec. 31 
The celebration of the New Year is the oldest of all 
holidays, beginning in ancient Babylon in 2000 B.C. However, 
they celebrated In what is now late March due to the fact that 
there was an equal amount of sunlight and darkness. Many 
cultures celebrate the new year at different times. However, 
the American New Year occurs on Dec. 31 and is celebrated 
across the country. The largest celebration is held in Times 
Square in New York, NY and the start of the new year is 
marked by the ball drop. 
Leaving It All Behind 
What Some Concordia Students Do When The Semester Ends For Winter Break 
By Christian Muters 
The semester is about to end and the reign 
of teachers, classes, and homework is about to end 
with it, at least temporarily. With this end comes 
the big question: what now? From the results of a 
small survey we found what some Concordia stu­
dents do when the semester ends. 
The first question asked was "Where are you 
going to go over holiday break?" The responses 
were surprisingly varied despite the number of stu­
dents that reside in Minnesota. There were seven 
people that said that they were going to stay in 
Minnesota for the break. The other four said that 
ijf-
"Most people agreed that 
there would be a family 
feast and giving gifts." 
they were going to California, Wisconsin, Mexico, or 
Europe. Of the Minnesota residents, some of them 
will also be going to Iowa, Italy, or Nicaragua to 
visit family or to do a service trip. 
The next question asked was "What are you 
doing when you get there?" Most people agreed 
that there would be a family feast and giving gifts. 
There are also people that were going to go shop­
ping, go on vacation, read a book, or hang out 
with friends. Even then, there were still a couple 
of people that said they were going to be doing 
homework over break. 
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Student Spotlight: Theatre 
By Hayley Bahnemann 
Did you go see the fall musical The 
Robber Bridegroom? If you did you might have 
wondered who played the main character Jaime 
Lockhart. His name is David Gamache, a transfer 
student this year. Gamache is a junior Theater 
Major, which is why most of us have not seen 
him around. 
Gamache has always loved the theater 
but had not originally chosen it as his major. He 
was originally an Education Major, he even went 
to Concordia before transferring. When he was 
here he remembered walking through the theater 
hallway and thinking "I am going to miss this." 
After he transferred he said he did a lot of ex­
ploring, trying to figure out what to do with his 
life. Now he is back at Concordia to pursue the 
remainder of his theater degree because, "this is 
where [his] heart is." 
His extensive theater background leaves 
little wonder that his heart belongs to the stage. 
Gamache has been taking theater classes since 
he was young through the STAGES theater com­
pany, a children's theater company. He is still 
involved there doing tech work backstage, running 
the light board, and assistant stage managing, 
Gamache even got to play an adult character In 
David Gamache 
a few of the plays as well. He was very proud 
of his STAGES experience and he said it was 
a "great spot to hone my art and develop it 
there." During his time there, Gamache worked 
in the Conservatory program where he met the 
head of Concordia's Theater Department, Mark 
Rosenwinkel. Now he is working under the di­
rection of Rosenwinkel in the play Germinal, 
premiering in February. 
Though Gamache is new to the theater 
here at Concordia, he is no stranger to the 
stage. Besides acting with the STAGES the­
ater company (his "home away from home") 
Gamache has also worked with A Far From the 
Tree productions, and the Fringe Festival. This 
includes A Bonnie Prince Charles and Steam-
punk Apocalypse. 
If you want to see more of Gamache 
you should check out the Student Fall Show­
case, where Gamache will be acting and danc­
ing along with several other theater students. 
The date for the Student Showcase has yet to 
be officially determined, but It is speculated to 
be either the weekend before or early during 
finals week. Gamache can also be seen as 
Etienne in the play Germinal opening on Valen­
tine's day, Feb. 14. 
Student Spotlight: Music 
Jena Helmbrecht 
By Hayley Bahnemann 
The music students on campus are typi­
cally not that hard to spot; they are usually 
hanging out in or near the music building, car­
rying an instrument or folder of some sort, and 
play a concert or chapel at least once a month. 
While these qualities might be obvious the hard 
work put in behind the scenes is typically not. 
For Senior K-12 Instrumental and Vocal Educa­
tion Major Jena Helmbrecht, balance is the most 
challenging part of her major. 
Helmbrecht did not always wanted to be 
an Education Major; originally she wanted to be 
a veterinarian. She decided to change her ma­
jor when she realized that science was not her 
best subject. Her family suggested that she do 
something with music, since she was good at 
it. Education runs in Helmbrecht's family - her 
father was in education for about forty years, as 
a math teacher who became a principal. He was 
even the principal for at least four of his six 
daughters, including Helmbrecht. Helmbrecht said, 
"By being a music teacher I believe that I will 
be able to help guide the future generations of 
our society to be more knowledgeable and pas­
sionate through the expression of music" 
If you know Helmbrecht you can tell that she truly 
loves and has a passion for music, especially when you 
realize how many ensembles she is involved in. Helm­
brecht was a transfer student last year but has been 
involved with Christus Chorus, handbell Ensemble, Concert 
Band, Jazz Band, and takes vocal and saxophone les­
sons. 
Helmbrecht has played the saxophone, which is 
her primary instrument, for ten years as well as singing 
as a mezzo-soprano. She has also played the piano 
for sixteen years, and is becoming acquainted with other 
instruments through her instrumental pedagogy classes. 
Despite all of her on campus commitments she 
still balances her off campus and non-music related re­
sponsibilities. She volunteers at Plus Time; works as an 
usher or supervisor at the Metrodome for Vikings games 
or special events, helping with the Hauntatorium and other 
events, teaching her nieces and nephews piano lessons, 
and planning a wedding. 
Watch for Helmbrecht in upcoming concerts of 
these various ensembles, and look for updates on the 
Christus choir tour to Washington D.C. during Easter 
break. 
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Student Spotlight: Art 
Amanda Price 
By Hayley Bahnemann 
If I say Art Club do you know what I am referring to? Did you 
know that we had an Art Club here on c^ampus? If so, have you at­
tended any meetings? If not, you should. The president is junior Amanda 
Price. "I have always loved art. It was always what I was good at and 
a way for me to express myself," she said. There was no question that 
she would major in art. Even when Price was a young girl she had 
wanted to be an artist farmer, a person who owns animals and paints. 
When she got to college. Price was thinking of art education at 
first. Now she is a double major with art and psychology. How does 
one connect these two majors and make them into one? Price has the 
perfect solution: art therapy. The definition of art therapy is "a form of 
psychotherapy that encourages self-expression through painting or draw­
ing." Price described it as using art to help people. The idea originated 
when her cousin was put in the hospital for depression and, instead of 
helping her to recover, they just prescribed medicine. 
As the president of Art Club, Price is required to go to all of 
the Art Club meetings and events. She attends all of the opening nights 
at the gallery and she takes her art classes. Besides the on-campus 
events, she also volunteers at the Free Arts Program during the sum­
mers; a camp where volunteers come together and lead group sessions 
to children with troubled backgrounds. One of the most important aspects 
is that the volunteers don't talk to the children about any problems that 
they may have but provide a safe environment for the children to enjoy 
each other's company and be creative. 
When she is not with Art Club or 
working with children Price works at Mi­
chaels. The best part of her job is "helping 
customers with their creative projects" be­
cause she gets to use her creative talents 
to help other people. If you are interested in 
being involved with Art Club or art in gen­
eral, there will be a student juried art show 
after the Christmas break. Anyone can enter 
their art work and be judged by professional 
artist jurors. 
Art Club has their meetings on 
Wednesdays at noon opposite of the convo­
cation weeks. The meetings are held in the 
painting studio, located on the second floor 
of the art building, above the student union. 
No one has to have any artistic experience in order to attend a meeting. 
According to Price they are planning on changing the way that meet­
ings are set up so that a member can bring something that they enjoy 
doing, (like crocheting or knitting) and everyone else will participate. 
If you would like to be added to the email list to find out about 
how to get Involved, email Price at pricea@csp.edu. 
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Winter Formal 
Walk Through a Winter Wonderland 
By Lauren Erath 
In past years, snow build-up and blizzards have 
kept students from Winter Formal. However, this year 
students can embrace flurries and flakes because Win­
ter Formal will have a winter-wonderland theme. "We 
were inspired by the iconic scene in the Chronicles of 
Narnia where Lucy first emerges [from] a snow-filled 
forest through the wardrobe," explained CAB member 
Katie Martin. "Students who attend Winter Formal will be 
taken on a similar journey when they enter the beautifully 
decorated formal." 
The event will take place in the BEC on Dec. 
15 from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. "Holding the Winter Formal 
at Concordia means that CAB has more of a budget to 
provide better food, better music, and an overall better 
experience for students who attend," Martin said. "We 
also believe that more students will be able to attend an on-campus 
event." 
Students can look forward to a photo booth and catered hors 
d'oeuvres. "The menu includes Honey Drizzled Chicken Drummets, 
Sausage Bites, Tuscan Bruschetta, Fresh Mozzarella and 
Shrimp Skewers, and Red Velvet Cake Pops for des­
sert," said Dylan Enderlein, CAB's president. "We also 
will have mocktails for beverages." 
"We are excited to announce that we have DJ 
MV, Concordia's own Adrian Perryman, playing music 
for us," Enderlein stated. "Adrian has been a hit at 
many Concordia dances in the past, including this year's 
Rave." 
Students may buy tickets (any day) from the 
Student Life Center (located in the tunnel) between 11 
a.m. and 2 p.m. Pre-purchased tickets cost $10 for 
singles and $15 for couples. "The first 50 people who 
pre-purchase tickets will be entered into a drawing and 
one will win a mini Keurig [coffeemaker]," said Ender­
lein. Door-tickets cost $15 for singles and $20 for couples. 
Anyone with questions or feedback can contact CAB at cab@ 
csp.edu or talk to CAB members: Dylan Enderlein, Katie Martin, Greg 
Kaszubowski, and Alyssa Burdett. 
The Collection Movie Review 
Sequel Better than Original 
By Lauren Erath 
WARNING: With restless 
spikes, hooks, and zombie-like tor­
ture victims, this movie is rated R 
for RED. 
This sequel to the 2009 
film. The Collection, begins with 
a red-themed rave during which 
a thief named Arkin escapes from 
the collector. However, Elena, the 
only daughter of a wealthy busi­
nessman is boxed up and taken 
to the psychopath's home-made-
museum instead. Unfortunately for 
Arkin, Elena's father hires a group 
of mercenaries that force him to 
lead them through the collector's 
murder-maze. This labyrinth, unlike 
the one in The Collector, is full of 
intense encounters and clever traps. 
Due to its vivid violence and believ­
able terror, I award the movie a full 
Sword for Cinematic Quality. How­
ever, if it was in any other genre 
than horror it would not receive a complete Sword. This is because it 
inspired fear only and did not have a developed theme or complex plot. 
For Engagement, I give it half a Sword. Although The Collection 
was frightening and entertaining, it felt stretched even though it lasted for 
under two hours. 
The film earns a half a sword for acting. The talents of Josh 
Stewart (Arkin) and Emma Fitzpatrick (Elena) made the audience feel 
terror and anguish throughout the movie. Even so, Randall Archer's (the 
Collector) character was too stereotypical for a murderer. He needs to 
show the audience a unique part of the killer's personality which sepa­
rates him from other serial killers to receive a full sword. 
The movie receives half a Sword for plot, only because it was 
interesting and included unexpected turns. It did not leave viewers with 
a message or thought to ponder, which Js necessary for a full sword. 
In Overall Performance I grant it half a Sword. The combina­
tion of acting and violence created great tension, but it lacked overall 
momentum. 
With three out of five swords. The Collection is an upgrade from The 
Collector and may make one's horror movie collection. 
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The Surgeon's Wife 
By Tara Rupiper o 
The award-winning author William H. Cole's latest wdff The 
Surgeon's Wife, tells an exciting tale of betrayal and reveng^, fix­
ated around two New Orleans trauma surgeons and an adulterous 
affair that destroys their careers and tears their lives apart. 
This book was a short-list finalist In the 2010 William 
Faulkner-William Wisdom Creative Writing Competition. According to 
a review from the editor, this book has themes of "adultery, medi­
cal incompetence, social expectations and love, 
and explore the joy and sorrow of contemporary 
life." 
Cole is not only an award-winning au­
thor, he has also worked in the medical field 
as a prominent surgeon, educator, and was 
even an author of several medical publications. 
I thought The Surgeon's Wife was very 
real and exciting. With Cole's natural ability to 
create and develop strong characters and a 
thrilling plot, he takes readers on an exciting 
roliercoaster of romance, rebellion, and revenge. 
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Holiday Break Entertainment 
Twin Cities Events and Locales That Will Make the Holidays a Little More Fun 
By Christian Muters 
As it gets closer to winter break students are wondering what 
to do with their free time. There are many things that people can do 
around the Twin Cities area, but most of it costs money. Here are a 
few events in December that will allow you to kill some time, have fun, 
and do it all without spending a penny. 
History buffs will love this first locale: Indian Mounds Park. This 
park is located on Mounds Boulevard in St. Paul. The Mounds contain 
numerous burial mounds of the first people that lived in the area before 
the Twin Cities were even a dream. This park is open to the public 
from sunrise to 11:00 pm. It is open to the elements, so dress warmly 
when admiring the burial grounds of the first Minnesotans. 
A number of different places offer ice skating rinks. There are 
sixteen ice rinks in Minneapolis and 21 ice rinks in St. Paul. Anyone 
can go to each website to find the locations at minneapolisparks.org or 
stpaul.gov under Government and then Parks and Recreation. 
The third locale is the Walker Art Center and the Minneapolis 
Sculpture Garden. They are across from each other and are completely 
free. The Sculpture Garden is open from 6 am - 12 midnight and the 
Walker Art Center opens at 11am and closes at 5 pm. Check the web­
site walkerart.org for holiday hours and other information. 
Located in downtown Minneapolis near the Nicollet Mall, is the 
Holidazzle parade that is put on by Target. The mantra for this parade 
is "Come See the Night in a Whole New Light." The Holidazzle started 
Nov. 23 and will run every Thursday through Sunday until Dec 23. The 
parade starts at 6:30 pm and runs for about 30 minutes. It is outside, 
so dress warmly. 
No matter what interests people may have, the Twin Cities al­
ways has something going on to keep everyone satisfied. With all of 
the art, history, and entertainment possibilities, holiday break will not be 
boring if one know where to look. 
Cheap Yet Cherishable 
Gift Ideas for College Students 
By Lauren Erath 
Instead of connecting value with price, students should focus on original and contain part of the person that made them. Students can 
the effort put into gifts. This does not mean that presents have to be write inside-jokes on the card or recall fun memories they have had with 
super thoughtful or impressive, but they should show that time was set their loved one. Plus, it will help people concentrate on closeness, not 
aside for preparing them. This way, students can give gifts that are sweet cost, 
and affordable. 
I An inexpensive and thoughtful Christmas present can be a bag of 
someone's favorite snacks and a bottle (or small pack) of their favorite 
drink. Tbis shows that the gift giver knows the recipient and remembered 
what they like. Besides, who doesn't need more food in their pantry? 
Another idea is to give a mug or bowl (college students always 
need more dishes) filled with candy or homemade desserts. 
For a more permanent gift, students can buy a picture frame and 
put a picture of them and their loved one in it. If the picture is of a 
time that was particularly memorable then it will be even better. Students 
could decorate the frame and give the picture a caption or special mes­
sage. This type of gift will give students a part of their friends to bring 
home with them during winter break. 
If students want to buy more pricey gifts, but cannot afford to 
buy nice gifts for all their friends, they can arrange a gift exchange and 
have participants agree on a price range. That way everyone will get 
something nice and still have enough money to do laundry. This also 
gives students a chance to host a Christmas party. If everyone helps pay 
for snacks, dinihg wear (probably plastic), and decorations it will help 
everyone bond while preventing stress on the hosts. 
A homemade card is a great addition to any Christmas pres­
ent. Even if it's made from notebook paper and pencils, it will be more 
meaningful than a store-bought card because home-made cards are 
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Take the Stress Out of Finals 
Finals Schedule and Study Tips 
By Amanda Och 
Finals week is quickly ap­
proaching as is tiie stress that ac­
companies it. Below are some help­
ful tips that are sure to help you 
ace your finals: 
1) Split your studying up over a 
period of days instead of cramming 
it all in one night. Try 30 minutes a 
day (per subject) for a week before 
finals. 
2) Loosen up your schedule -
Make sure to lessen social and 
family engagements in order to 
make time for studying 
3) Make your own study guide 
and/or fill in the one provided by 
your professors - this gives you a 
head-start with your studying and 
lessens your stress by narrowing 
your studying 
4) Cardio exercise has been 
shown to increase memory. Get 
out for a run to help you re­
member ! 
"" 6) Study in a variety 
of group and individual 
sessions 
7) Fiashcards 
are your 
friends I 
8 ) P a c e  
yourself 
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 
8:00 
9:00 
8:00-10:00 
For 8:00-8:50 classes 
MTWRF, MTWR, MTR, 
MWR, MWF 
8:00 -10:00 
For 9:00-9:50 classes 
MTWRF, MWRF, 
MWF, MTWR 
8:00-10:00 
For 8:00-10:00 classes 
and 9:00 classes MW 
8:00 -10:00 
For 8:00-10:00 classes 
MW 
and 9:00 classes TRF 
10:00 
11:00 
12:00 
11:00 -1:00 
For 10:00 classes 
MTWRF, MTWF, MWF 
11:00 -1:00 
For 10:00 classes TR 
and Senior Exanns 
11:00 -1.-00 
For 12:00 Classes 
MTRF, MTR, MRF 
11:00 -1:00 
For 1:00 classes 
MTWRF, MTR, MWF, 
MWR 
1:00 
2:00 
3:00 
1:30-3:30 
For 1:00-3:00 classes 
and 1:00 classes MW 
1:30 - 3:30 
For 1:00-3:00 classes 
and 1:00 classes TR 
1:30-3:30 
For 2:00 classes 
MTWR, MW, MWR 
1:30 - 3:30 
For 2:00 classes TR 
4:00 
5:00 
4:00 - 6:00 
For 3:00 classes 
MTWR, MW 
4:00-6:00 
For 4:00 classes MTWR 
and 3:00-6:00 classes TR 
4:00-6:00 
For 5:00 classes MTWR 
and Senior Exams 
4:00 - 6:00 
For Thursday night 
classes 
6:00 
7:00 
8:00 
7:00-9:00 
For Monday night 
classes 
7:00 - 9:00 
For Tuesday night 
classes 
7K)0 - 9:00 
For Wednesday night 
classes 
9:00 
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Winter Word Search 
By Kayla Blair 
Christmas Star 
Stockings Omaments 
Snowflakes Scarf 
Hot Chocolate Holly 
Tree Carols 
Gifts Reindeer 
Bells Wonderland 
December Nativity 
Cookies Snow 
Snowman Mittens 
Apple Cider Mistletoe 
Wreathe Family 
Sleigh Lights 
Cheerful 
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